ARTFORM INDUSTRIES

POLISHED PERFECTION
CUSTOM-DESIGNED CABINETS

With a contemporary cool colour palette and easy-to-use design, this kitchen showcases Artform Industries’ expertise
in producing quality custom-made cabinetry at an affordable price.
The kitchen features a generous L-shaped engineered stone benchtop, which provides both a food preparation area
and a breakfast bar. The extra-depth Quantum Quartz benchtop has waterfall ends that gracefully cascade to the floor.
The doors and panels feature Laminex CrystalGloss in crisp ‘Ash White’ and contrasting ‘Lustrous Elm’. The bi-fold lift
cupboards feature Blum’s SERVO-DRIVE for AVENTOS electronic lift system for easy access. Keeping ease-of-access
in mind, next to the range of premium SMEG wall appliances, the appliance cupboard features a roller door.
As well as the kitchen, Artform Industries custom-built cabinets throughout the home, including the study, bathroom,
pantry, entertainment unit and dining room display cabinet.
The kitchen was assembled using the company’s Artform iPacks mortice and tenon construction system, which offers
superb accuracy and superior strength, especially for heavy benchtops, like the engineered stone featured here.
iPacks allows homeowners to have a custom-made kitchen at an affordable price, with a flat pack that can be DIY or
professionally installed.
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With the Artform iPacks flat pack system, the company brings clients customised cabinets to fit their space. Every cabinet
is made to the client’s size requirements and specifications. Extra shelves, different widths and depths and different
integrated appliances are no problem with Artform iPacks.
This flexibility is highlighted in the custom angles surrounding the kitchen’s refrigerator, which give a seamless, integrated
look. There are no gaps or unused spaces surrounding the refrigerator, yet doors can be fully opened with no problems.
Custom-designed cabinets for your space can be fitted by Artform Industries’ trained professionals, or delivered to your
door. Dowel-free interlocking joins on all cabinet components ensure easy, hassle-free assembly for even the most
amateur DIY cabinetmaker.
With more than ten years of industry experience, the skilled team at Artform Industries has completed many projects and
there are very few projects the company can’t tackle.
Servicing many of Perth’s boutique builders as well as interior designers and private clients, Artform Industries has
developed a reputation within the industry for providing quality service in a wide range of projects.
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